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INTRO
The first spa treatment was available around the time of the
Greek philosopher, Thales (c. 636-546 B.C.) Thalassotheraphy was a therapeutic treatment that used sea water for
bathing. Hydrotheraphy is another treatment of ailments by
external use of water. People exercised in water to strength
their weakened limbs in a pool. It was also used for hygienic and cosmetic purposes. This treatment combined minerals,
herbs, teas and essential oils to assist the healing process.
In the western culture, the earliest spa for therapeutic purposes
began at (460-370 BC). In the past, bathing was used mainly for
cleansing and hygienic purposes. Hippocrates was the first person
suggested that the cause of all diseases came from an imbalance of
bodily fluids.
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INTRO

The first spa treatment was available around the time of the Greek
philosopher, Thales (c. 636-546
B.C.) Thalassotheraphy was a
therapeutic treatment that used
sea water for bathing. Hydrotheraphy is another treatment of
ailments by external use of water. People exercised in water to
strength their weakened limbs
in a pool. It was also used for hygienic and cosmetic purposes.
This treatment combined minerals, herbs, teas and essential oils
to assist the healing process.

There are two main theories about the origin of spa.
1) The word spa in Latin is an acronym of “salus per
aquae” or “health from water.”
2) People also believe that the origin of spa comes from a small
Belgium village called Spa. Hot
mineral springs were used by Roman soldiers to treat aching muscles and wounds during war.
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CLASSICAL

Even as early as Greek and Roman design, there were decorative motifs that permeated through later cultures. stones were carved towels
embroidered and walls elaborated that resemble more conventional
spa design
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CLASSICAL
Visitors usually started from an outdoor ground
where they would work up a sweat then transition
into a warmer buffer zone to prepare them for the hot
room that proceeded it. from there they would potentially end their experience in the cold refreshing pool
while getting pampered.
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Japanese Onsen
Due to the increased level of volcanic activity in the
country of Japan they are able to have hot springs in
virtually any season. TWhey are scattereed randomly
throughout and make for very complex landscapes.
Traditionally men and women both bathed together
which was very stricly forbidden in other cultures

Turkish Hammams
The offspring to Roman baths, the similairties are
stong but they started in a sauna like steam room and
in the warmer hot room massages were given before
reaching the cooling room

Russian Banya
“I saw the land of the Slavs, and while I was among
them, I noticed their wooden bathhouses. They warm
them to extreme heat, then undress, they take young
reeds and lash their bodies. Then they drench themselves with cold water, and thus are revived. They
think nothing of doing this every day, and actually
inflict such voluntary torture on themselves.”
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WESTERN

CLEANLINESS IS
NEXT TO
GODLINESS
-Men

treatments

1850
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WESTERN

1777

In 1777, Dr. David
Beecher recommended
his patients to do some
prescribed exercises
before using the hot
spring. The exercises
increased the medical
benefits of the water treatment at the
hot spring. Later, hot
spring treatment was
gradually adopted by
other American doctors
for ailments.

The spa industry continued to grow after the American Revolution. In 1815, Saratoga
Springs became the most popular spa in New York. In 1815, it had two large Greek revival hotels an in 1821, it had grown rapidly to become the center of spa innovation in 1850.

1735.
The rolling bathing machines was first seen at the
beach in 1735. It was used as a revival medical machine. It used spring water to give treatment. Some
Italian, German, and English physicians used the
machine for medical purposes.
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